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“This tapestry of Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper hangs over the 
organ alcove at St John The Beloved in Glen Iris.  
 
It has an interesting history. It was given to the Vicar nearly 40 
years ago by a colleague who had brought it back from Italy at the 
end of the war. 
 
He found it in a shed on a farm, hidden under a lot of rubble. The 
farmer offered the tapestry to him, being assured that it would be 
properly looked after in Australia.” 
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AROUND OUR CHURCHES IN AUSTRALIA 

Last year certainly was our Annus Horribilis. Every Parish in the Province was affected in some 
way – some worse than others. Each Parish developed its own Covid 19 Plan to keep the 
congregation safe by reducing the possibility of the spread of the virus. At some stage we all 
experienced a lock-down resulting in a complete closure. Restrictions are currently being eased 
but we are not out of the woods yet. 

Necessity truly is the mother of invention. Two of our churches – St John the Divine in Perth and 
St Thomas in Canberra used 21st century technology to bring their services to those unable or not 
permitted to travel – all that was required was computer access. Although most restrictions have 
been lifted in Canberra the Eucharist from the Church of St Thomas still freely available provided 
one has a computer or laptop.  

Hopefully Bishop Richard and I will soon be able to resume visiting Parishes in the Province. 

40 YEARS A PRIEST! 

On Palm Sunday in 1981 Deacons Geoff Dargie and Michael Preston were ordained to the 
Priesthood in the Church of St Alban in Brisbane by Bishop Carl Roemermann. Both had worked 
in the sanctuary since their teenage years and had served their “apprenticeship” well. They 
completed the Liberal Catholic Church Institute of Studies Course under the tutelage of Fr (later 
Bishop) Allan Bradley with distinction. 

They shared the position of Vicar with one as Vicar and the other as Associate Vicar and they 
worked well together in these roles as each complemented the other. Their endeavours have been 
very much appreciated by all who are associated with St Alban’s Brisbane. 40 years is an 
extremely long time so their commitment to St Alban’s is a memorable one. 

Well done, thou good and faithful servants! 

To celebrate the occasion Fr Michael and Fr Geoff will concelebrate with Bishop Graham on 28th 
March, Palm Sunday. 

SOME EASTER CUSTOMS 

Although we don’t have the elaborate customs practised in the Northern Hemisphere Easter 
traditions are gradually developing. Hot Cross Buns started to appear in the shops straight after 
Christmas – labelled Easter Buns because management was unaware of the rich heritage 
associated with them. Easter Eggs also suddenly appeared on the shelves. Perhaps more is 
known about the significance of chocolate eggs than about little buns with a cross on top of them. 

When we had a number of children attending church in St Alban’s Brisbane I used to tell the 
youngsters how the customs surrounding eggs and buns developed. 

Eggs are a symbol of life.  In earlier times cooked eggs were gifts for travellers and were 
decoratively painted.  Just as the egg appears lifeless but the chicken pecks its way out, so too out 
of the grave the dead will symbolically rise.  The chicken leaves the shell behind.  Jesus left the 
grave cloths behind. 

According to a Romanian legend Mary gave a basket of eggs to her son’s guards, hoping to buy 
their kindness.  The basket was placed at the foot of the cross, where Christ’s blood flowed down to 
dye them scarlet. 
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Another legend tells us that Simon of Cyrene, a Jerusalem egg merchant, left behind his basket of 
eggs to help Jesus carry the cross to Calvary.  On his return he discovered that, miraculously, all 
the eggs were coloured. 

In many countries eggs are exchanged on Easter Sunday with the greeting “Christ is risen!”  In 
Britain, the custom of egg rolling still persists and gave rise, beginning with President Madison, to 
the famous White House egg roll in the USA. 

Chocolate Easter Eggs date back to 1875, created by John Cadbury, in England.  Czar Nicholas 
gave Faberge eggs to his nobles and others in the Imperial Court. 

In pre-Christian times bread and cakes were offered to the Gods.  The word “bun” is derived from 
“boun”, the archaic description of a sacred ox.  The ox was sacrificed at the time of the vernal 
equinox and a stylised representation of its horns was stamped on the festive cakes that were eaten 
on the occasion.  Hot Cross Buns are also linked to lunar worship.  The round bun was the replica of 
the full moon and the indentations symbolised its four quarters.  The cross replaced the horns and 
made it easy to divide the bun into four pieces which could be shared by the worshippers when they 
broke their fast even before returning home after the early morning mass. 

(An extract from the St Alban’s News of Easter 2001 which I compiled with considerable assistance 
from Google.) 

LENT 

For forty days many Christians restrict their diet by “giving up” something they like, sugar or desert 
for example. We are reminding ourselves of the 40 days Jesus spent in the wilderness where he 
spent those 40 days without food. I am reminded of the little Sunday school verse my eldest 
granddaughter learned in Family Day Camp several years ago. I can still see her running around 
the house singing (or shouting) “Jesus was a cool dude, 40 days without food!” Rather mundane 
verse but the words must have impressed nine year old Emily. 

Today we have a 40 Hour Famine to raise money but today’s teenager would be unwilling to 
emulate Our Lord’s 40 days in the desert. 

Lent commences on Ash Wednesday and continues until Holy Saturday so we can eat the Hot 
Cross Buns on Good Friday but abstain from eating Easter Eggs until Easter Day itself. Each of 
the five Sundays in Lent has an intent designed by our Founding Bishops to help us prepare 
ourselves for the most important festival in the Church Calendar – Easter itself. We will have tuned 
our bodies by having given up sugar (or chocolate or some other delicacy) and our minds via the 
intents of the five Sundays.  

Perhaps Christians in earlier days had a fixation on the food side of Lenten preparations. On the 
day before Ash Wednesday they used up the eggs and fats from which they were about to 
abstain. For this reason the day was called Pancake Tuesday in England – what better way to use 
up the eggs and other ingredients– and Mardi Gras (Fat Tuesday) in France and other parts of 
Europe. 

On Easter Day we commemorate the resurrection of Our Lord – a joyous occasion – so the 
abstention from luxuries is over and our children can hunt for Easter Eggs in the garden or around 
the house – and now eat them!  

Happy Easter everyone! 
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SEXAGESIMA 

Intent: The Holy Spirit as Sanctifier 

By The Very Rev. Frederick A. Shade 
 

"The epistle is taken from the twelfth chapter of the First Epistle of St. 
Paul to the Corinthians, beginning at the first verse." The city of Corinth 

was strategically located in the Roman Empire. Its size and activities, and 
also the problems of the fledgling Christian Church in that city, are very 

interesting and well-worth studying. They suggest some of the reasons 
for Paul's several letters to that community and the manner in which he 

wrote to them. He was no stranger to Corinth as he stayed there several 

times; on one occasion he lived there for 18 months (c50AD). 

The section of the letter read today comes from chapter 12. Interestingly, chapter 12 

follows immediately after Paul's reflections on the Lord's Supper. 

Chapters 12 - 14 are a discussion of the gifts of the Holy Spirit. Some gifts (ch.12) are 

indeed spectacular- such as prophecy, speaking in tongues etc, but they are less 
important than the expression of divine love (ch.13) in Christian character. Competition 

among members in Corinth (v. 4-6) over the use of the gifts had divided the Church. 
Obviously, this was a false rivalry, for Christians differ in their gifts, in opportunities for 

service, and in the way God’s power is applied through them. Paul reminds them (and 
us too) that the gifts of the Spirit are not for private individual enrichment nor for rivalry 

and jealousy, but for the benefit of all (v.7). 

In the concluding sentence in the extract for today we read that: "All these are inspired 

by one and the same Spirit, who apportions to each one individually as he (the Holy 
Spirit) wills" (v.11RSV). And so these gifts are just that, gifts freely given by God 

through the agency of the Holy Spirit to those who often appear to us as unworthy 

recipients! 

What are these gifts of the Holy Spirit? According to Paul they are wisdom, faith, 

healing, miracles, prophecy, discerning spirits, speaking in tongues, 

interpretation of tongues. (1Cor.12: 8-10) 

What are the fruits of the Spirit? Paul lists these in his letter to the community at 
Galatia. They are love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 

gentleness, self-control. (Gal.5:22-23) 

These are considered to be superior to the gifts of the Spirit (of St. Paul), and this is 

only right that they be so considered. Nevertheless, a Christian community should 
endeavour to manifest both, or at least be open to the special influence of God through 

the Holy Spirit and to be used for His purposes. 

The LCC is interested in both the gifts and the fruits of the Spirit. It tries to present a 

balanced picture of their role within the faith-community in general and within the 
individual in particular. Some of them are certainly apparent in the life and work of our 

leaders and members, present and past, such as certain psychic gifts and an inner 
sight. Such gifts enable them to see more clearly how the spirit and power of God works 

within people, within a community such as ours, as well as through forms of worship 

we observe in this church. These gifts have been granted to certain people in order to 

advance the work of the Lord in this world. 

I now wish to go back to the first few hundred years of the Christian Church, which is 
where we find the foundations of our Doctrine and Church practice being established. 
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I will present extracts, very brief, from the writings of the early Church Fathers. Their 
writings have had a profound effect on the development of Doctrine within the Christian 

Church. Their works are not easy to locate, but they are very important as they give 

us a glimpse of the experience and decisions of the early Church leaders in the centuries 
following the time of Paul and the apostles. The extracts I have selected refer more 

especially to the working of the Holy Spirit as well as the nature of the Holy Trinity. 

The first extract comes from reflections of St. Basil "the Great" (c330 - 379) entitled 

"On the Holy Spirit". 

"(The Holy Spirit) is simple in essence, but manifold in power. He is present to each in 

fullness, and in his fullness is present everywhere. He is divided but does not suffer by 
the division; all share in him, but he remains whole, like a sunbeam whose kindly 

influence benefits each creature as though it were present to that creature alone and 

shines over land and sea and dissolves in the air. 

So too the Spirit is present like the sun to each individual who is capable of receiving 
him and emits an influence which is sufficient to help them all but is not divided; and 

they profit by sharing in him according to their natures, not according to his power." 

The next is an extract from a commentary of St. Cyril of Alexandria (d.444) on 

St.John's Gospel. 

"It is easy to prove from the Old and New Testaments that the Spirit changes the 
character of those among whom he comes to dwell and transforms their life. The holy 

man Samuel, when speaking to Saul, said: 'The Spirit of the lord will come mightily 
upon you, and you will be turned into another man'. St. Paul said: 'We all, with unveiled 

face, beholding the glory of the Lord, are being changed into the likeness from one 
degree of glory to another; and this comes from the Lord, the Spirit; for the Lord is the 

Spirit'. 

You can see, then, that the Spirit recreates, so to speak, in a new pattern those among 

whom he is seen to dwell. He readily replaces their desire to think of earthly thoughts 
with the desire to fix their gaze only on the things of heaven; he changes their unmanly 

cowardice into the spirit of courage. We can certainly see that the disciples experienced 
this: the Spirit became their armour, so that they did not yield to the attacks of their 

persecutors but held fast to the love of Christ. 

And so the truth of our Saviour's words can be seen: 'It is to your advantage that I go 

away to heaven'. For that was the time for the descent of the Holy Spirit." 

The third reference is an extract of a reading from the treatise of St. Hilary (c315-

367) entitled "On the Trinity". 

He writes: "We can learn from the Lord's own words the effect of the Holy Spirit has in 
us...: 'I will pray the Father, and he will send to you another Counsellor, to be with you 

for ever, even the Spirit of truth; for he will not speak on his own authority, but 
whatever he hears he will speak, and he will declare to you the things that are to come. 

He will glorify me, for he will take what is mine'. 

St. Hilary continues: "These words contain a general truth; they teach us the will of the 

Giver, and the nature and condition of the Gift. For since our weakness cannot grasp 
the Father and the Son, our faith, which has difficulty in conceiving the Incarnation, is 

enlightened by the gift of the Holy Spirit, as if a treaty were made through his 

intercession." 

I now go to that most influential leader in the early Church, St. Athanasius (c296-
373), with an extract from one of his letters. He writes:  "And so the Trinity, which is 
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recognised in the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, is holy and perfect, and has no 
adulteration of that which is foreign and external. Nor is it compounded of creator and 

created matter, but it is endowed with the complete power of creating and energising; 

its nature also is consistent with itself and undivided, and its energy and activity is one. 
The Father makes all things through the Word in the Holy Spirit and in that way the 

unity of the Holy Trinity is preserved. Thus, in the Church one God is preached, who is 
'above all things and through all things and in all things'. Yes, certainly, 'above all 

things' as the Father, the first principle and origin; and truly 'through all things', that 

is through the Word, and finally 'in all things' in the Holy Spirit. 

St. Athanasius continues: Paul also in the second letter to the Corinthians gives the 
same teaching in these words: 'The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ and the love of God 

and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with you all'. For grace and the gift which is 
given in the Trinity is given by the Father through the Son in the Holy Spirit. For just 

as grace is given from the Father through the Son, so with us the fellowship in the gift 
cannot be brought about except in the Holy Spirit. If we have received the Spirit, then 

we have the love of the Father, the grace of the Son and the fellowship of the Spirit 

himself."  

During the Church's year, we are given the opportunity to reflect on certain attributes 

and powers of God, as well as the mystery of the Trinity and its influence on our lives. 
It is not easy to understand the description for this week - "The Holy Spirit as sanctifier", 

or next week of "the Holy Spirit as the fire of love". All of these titles and descriptions 
are an attempt by the Church to understand the Creator of All, its nature and our own, 

and what link there is between them. And although an intellectual discussion on these 
things is very useful, it does not get us very far if it is not founded on a personal faith 

and, hopefully, our own personal experience of that Power that is beyond our 
understanding. What we need is for our mind to be touched by the Mind of God, and 

our heart by the love of God. 

The Holy Trinity, as a description of the Godhead, is foundational to Christian Faith and 

Doctrine. Ever since the time of St. Paul the great leaders, mystics and teachers of the 
Church have shared with us their glimpse of God. I have found these extracts from the 

early church fathers very useful material on which to reflect. They have helped me to 
understand better the mystery of the Holy Trinity and also those gifts and fruits of the 

Spirit referred to in today’s Epistle.  

 

 

Albert Einstein - Quote 

“The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the fundamental 
emotion that stands at the cradle of true art and true science. Whoever does not know 

it and can no longer marvel, is as good as dead and his eyes are dimmed. It was the 

experience of mystery—even mixed with fear—that engendered religion. A knowledge 
of the existence of something we cannot penetrate, our perceptions of the profoundest 

reason and the most radiant beauty, which only in their most primitive forms are 
accessible to our minds: it is this knowledge and this emotion that constitute true 

religiosity. In this sense and only in this sense, I am a deeply religious man.... I am 
satisfied with the mystery of life's eternity and with a knowledge, a sense of the 

marvellous structure of existence—as well as the humble attempt to understand even 

a tiny portion of the Reason that manifests itself in nature.”  

"The World as I See It," Albert Einstein (1931, pp193-194)  
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News From 

THE CHURCH of ST. JOHN the BELOVED  

MELBOURNE 
Submitted by The Very Rev. Frederick A. Shade 

 

Honouring Our Lady 
 

After the service on Sunday 21st February, the ladies present congregated at the altar of Our 
Lady. They were Nicole Zabantu, Blanche Lough, Libby Shade and Adolphina Ngansele. Nicole 
comes down from Shepparton when she can, and her youngest, Daniel, is still studying in 
Shepparton. Her three other children, Nibe, Mathaus and Adolphina, are now studying in 
Melbourne, and we still see them from time to time. They are a family devoted to the church, 
having been admitted Liberal Catholics many years ago in the Republic of the Congo. Blanche 
and her husband Malcolm are members of the Vestry and the Victorian Trust. Blanche is also a 
long-serving member of the sanctuary team at St John’s, and Libby is the parish Secretary and 
Treasurer of the Trust. 

 

 

Wedding – 28th November 2020 
 

The church reopened for services on 1st November 2020, and our first wedding for a long time 
was that of Kathryn and Christopher on Saturday 28th November. 

An added bonus to their happiness was the last-moment arrival of Kathryn’s mother from 
Queensland, who was able to fly to Melbourne following the opening of state borders. 

Kathryn and Chris are neighbours, and we look forward to their attendance at St John’s. 

(Photo – next page) 
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Flute Duet in the Church 

(Ed. Note: We saw Fr Fred and Libby playing through the ‘lockdown’ in the previous issue – now 
they have taken their wonderful musical talents into the church) 

Fr Fred and Libby Shade played flute duets on Sunday 24th January during a period of meditation 
after having received communion at the service of Prime. 

The Vicar was supposed to be in Brisbane for a Synod meeting, but owing to the vagaries of covid 
and travelling, this was changed to a zoom meeting – all day! 
The service of Prime continued as planned, conducted by Blanche Lough and the sermon 
delivered by deacon Russell Cole. 

Fr Fred had the rare opportunity of sitting in the congregation with his wife. 

Fr Fred and Libby have been married for 55 years and met about 60 years ago as flute students. 
They have been playing duets ever since. 
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Presentation to Len Lacey 

“On Sunday 28th February the Vicar made a presentation to the recently appointed organist Len 
Lacey.  

It was a “Certificate of Appreciation”, which declared Len a “Friend of the Parish”, in recognition of 
his contribution as organist at the celebrations of the Holy Eucharist.” 

 

Candlemas 2021 

Sunday 7th February was the Feast of the Presentation of Our Lord and Candlemas 
when the candles are blessed.  

 
Fr Fred Shade, Vicar of St John The Beloved Melbourne, is assisted by Blanche Lough, who is correctly attired with a 
face mask.  

Melbourne has some restrictions again, but we don’t let that deter us! 

The small votive candles are handed out to those present as a memento of the occasion. 
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Photos at Christmas courtesy of MaryAnne Haines 

The Church of St Alban and St Francis 
Gordon, Sydney 

Fr Laurence Langley is Celebrating 
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CHRISTMAS DAY  

FEAST OF THE NATIVITY 
By The Very Rev. Frederick A. Shade 

 

Epistle (2) - Isaiah ch 7, v 14ff. 

The first reading today was taken from the writings of the great prophet 
Isaiah. He lived through a pivotal period of his nation's history, the 

second half of the 8th century BC, which saw the rise of written prophecy 
in the work of Amos, Hosea, Micah and himself, but also the downfall 

and disappearance of the greater part of Israel, the ten tribes of the 
northern kingdom. 

 
Chapters 7 - 12 of Isaiah have been called "The Book of Immanuel", after the promised 

child (ch. 7 & 8), whose nature and reign (ch. 9 & 11) emerge against a background of 
local menace (ch. 7) and world-wide dispersion (ch.11). 

 
And although the prophecies arise straight out of a contemporary crisis, they also 

extend to the last days (ch. 9:1) and the whole earth (ch. 11:9,10; 12:4,5). And so we 

see that, at this time of profound political and spiritual crisis for the people of Israel, 
Isaiah is given the gift of prophecy. He sees not only the immediate future for his 

people, but also has a vision of the Holy One who will surpass all leaders, all teachers. 
He will have many names and titles by which he is known, and some of these are given 

in our reading today. 
 

And in chapter 53, not only is the nation pictured as the Suffering Servant, but it is also 
a prophecy of the Lord who will come among us and suffer for our sake. So we have, 

as is often the case with prophecy, several layers of significance. There are historical 
and spiritual contexts in which we are to interpret it. Some of the prophecy refers to 

what is happening at that time, some of it refers to the future. 
 

The extract we heard today is well-known to us, all the more so as it is central to the 
biblical extracts which are used in Handel's Messiah! 

 

Each part of this prophecy is enlarged upon in one way or another in the NT writings, 
especially in the Nativity stories of the Synoptic Gospels. And so they need no further 

comment now, apart from suggesting that you have a look at the gospels and see how 
their authors have declared the fulfilment of Isaiah's prophecy in the person of Jesus 

of Nazareth, and how the many titles used in association with him are in fact echoes of 
what the prophet Isaiah had written 700 years earlier. This is an important part of work 

of the writers of the gospels (especially Matthew), who were at great pains to show 
that Jesus fulfilled prophecy. 

 
Gospel (1) - John ch. 1 v 1ff. 

 
The writers of the first three gospels (called the "synoptic" gospels, because they can 

be read side-by-side), focussed on particular aspects of the birth of Jesus of Nazareth, 
his genealogy, his earthly ministry and how it revealed aspects of his divine nature, 

and how all these features are a fulfilment of prophecy. The apostle John, on the other 

hand, does not report on the birth of Jesus; rather, he focuses on the mystery of God, 
of how the Word (Logos), which created and sustains the universe and all that is in it, 

was incarnated in the person of Jesus. 
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This is the greatest of mysteries. John's testament ("gospel" = "good news"), explores 

the intimate relationship not only between Jesus and God the Father (e.g. "I and my 

Father are one" etc.), but also how we are intimately linked with him. The human and 
divine natures of Jesus are always there, side-by-side, and we are told that this mystery 

also points to the nature of our own being, that we too have elements which are both 
human and divine – that we, too, are made in the image of God. 

 
This mystery, i.e the Incarnation, of how "God became Man so that Man could become 

God" (Athanasius), is an article of faith for all who call themselves Christian. But today, 
Christmas Day, is not the occasion to explore the many aspects of this great divine 

event in the affairs of humankind. We leave that to the coming weeks when we 
celebrate the feast of the Epiphany. 

 
The Liberal Catholic Church places a special emphasis on the Incarnation of the Word, 

and our Liturgy of the Holy Eucharist is a beautiful expression of this wondrous event. 
It has always been the teaching of the Church that, at the celebration of each Eucharist, 

our Lord the Christ is born again, that he comes again, and that at each celebration of 

the Eucharist he is enthroned upon the altar. 
 

The Birth of the Christ in Bethlehem is an example of the meeting of human and divine 
in history. The story of our Lord's Nativity, all of these images and symbols which we 

use to express the wonder of this story, all of these are pointing to that mystery which 
our Lord referred to in the words: "Before Abraham was, I am". He is, and has always 

been, beyond time, beyond the limitations of time and space. Also, he was also part of 
history; he was flesh and blood. And yet we have the privilege of communing with him 

spiritually, in the way he commanded, with the aid of the consecrated bread and wine, 
elements which are transformed and intimately linked with him. What we are doing 

here today, and every Sunday, is what our Lord has commanded us to do. What we are 
doing today in this Church has been observed for 2,000 years as the way in which we 

encounter God the Father – the Creator of all, God the Son – who came into human 
history as/through Jesus of Nazareth, and God the Holy Spirit – who is the "life force", 

that power which brooded over the face of the deep at creation, who filled the soul of 

Jesus of Nazareth at his baptism with divine power, and raised him from the tomb, that 
Spirit which fills our being with that life-force which sustains us. And all of these 

elements/aspects of God were present at the birth of that child in Bethlehem. 
 

Our Lord is here for us today as the Christ-child in Bethlehem. Let us greet him at the 
altar and receive his blessing.  
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A prayer for Discernment 

Grant me, O Lord, to know what is worth knowing,  
to love what is worth loving, 

to praise what delights you most, 
to value what is precious in your sight,  

to hate what is offensive to you. 
Do not let me judge by what I see, 

nor pass sentence according to what I hear,  
but to judge rightly between things that differ, 

and above all to search out and to do what pleases you,  

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen 

Thomas à Kempis 

c1380 – 1471 
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ICONS 
 

The Vicar General, Fr Fred Shade and the Presiding Archbishop William Downey, have 
been corresponding about the icons they have in their possession. Here is an icon 

that Archbishop William purchased from a Greek monastery. It has the title “The 
Great Architect of the Universe” and is one that is used in masonic documents in 

particular. 
 

 
 

 

 

About your magazine 
Editor: John Hawkins 

Please send (or continue to send) articles. They can be of sermons; church matters or events in different parishes – 
anything to do with the church. 

Don’t be shy – we will do the editing and layout for you; without altering your message (although it must be 
acceptable to our Archbishop to ensure it is within the scope of the Magazine and of Church policy.)  

Note: Some write academically (with references etc.) – this is fine but don’t let this deter you – you don’t need to 
reference unless you wish to. It is, however, an accepted copyright requirement, when directly quoting the work of 
others, to give them credit for their work. 

Communion Magazine will be published in April, August and December of each year 

Please submit Articles to John by email, as an attached Word Document (.doc/.docx) format, to: 

fr.john.hawkins@liberalcatholicchurch.org.au 
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BAPTISM OF OUR LORD 

Matthew Ch. 3 vv1-3, 13-17 

A Reflection by Pope Francis 
 

Today I am presenting an extensive reflection by Pope Francis. It is 

a delightful offering and speaks directly to us. 

Prepare, discern, decrease. These three verbs describe the spiritual 

experience of Saint John the Baptist, who came before the Messiah 

"preaching the baptism of conversion" to the people of Israel. 

Prepare: 
John worked above all to prepare, taking nothing for himself. He was 

an important man: the people sought him and followed him, 
because his words "were strong" like "a sharp sword," to use the words of Isaiah 

(cf. 49:2). The Baptist reached the hearts of the people. And if perhaps he felt 

tempted to believe he was important, he never gave in to that temptation, as can be 
seen in his response to the experts who asked him if he was the Messiah: "I am a voice, 

only a voice," he said, "of one crying in the wilderness. I am only a voice, but I come 
to prepare the way for the Lord." His first job, thus, was to prepare the hearts of the 

people for an encounter with the Lord. 

Discern: 

But who is the Lord? The answer to this question lies in John's second vocation: to 
discern who the Lord was among so many good people. The Spirit revealed this to him. 

Therefore, he had the courage to say: "This is the one. This is the lamb of God, who 
takes away the sins of the world." While in preparing John said, "After me one will 

be coming...," in discerning—in recognizing and pointing out the Lord—he said, "This 

is the one ... who was before me." 

Decrease: 
This is where John's third vocation—to decrease—comes in, because precisely from that 

moment of his life he began to humble himself, to decrease so that the Lord would 

increase, to the point of allowing himself to be humiliated. This was the most difficult 
challenge John faced, because the Lord had a manner that he had never imagined, 

even to the point at which, in the prison where Herod Antipas had incarcerated him, he 
suffered not only the darkness of the cell but also the darkness in his heart. He was 

assailed by doubts—"But is he the one? Have I made a mistake?"—so much so that he 
sent his disciples to Jesus to ask him: "Are you he who is to come, or shall we look for 

another?" 

John's humiliation is twofold: the humiliation of his death as the price of a whim and 

also the humiliation of not being able to glimpse the history of salvation, the 
humiliation of darkness of the spirit. This man who had proclaimed the Lord's 

coming after him, had seen him before him, who knew how to await him, knew how to 
discern, now sees Jesus far away. That promise has become distant. And he ends up 

alone, in the dark, in humiliation—not because he loved to suffer but so that the Lord 

would increase. He ended up humiliated but with his heart at peace. 

The vocation of the Christian: 

It's beautiful to think of the Christian vocation like this. In fact, a Christian doesn't 
proclaim himself, he proclaims another, prepares the path for another: for the Lord. In 

addition, a Christian must know how to discern, how to differentiate the truth from 
what may resemble the truth but is not: he must be a person of discernment. Finally, 
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he must be a person who knows how to humble himself so the Lord may increase in 

the hearts and souls of others. 

Today's Gospel emphasises that, when Jesus had received baptism from John in the 

Jordan River, "the heavens were opened" to him (Matt 3:16). This fulfills the prophecies. 
In fact, there is an invocation that the (Catholic) liturgy has us repeat during the season 

of Advent: "O that thou wouldst rend the heavens and come down" (lsa 64:1). If the 
heavens remain closed, our horizon in this earthly life is dark and without hope. 

Instead, in celebrating Christmas, we once again receive the faith that gives us the 
certainty that the heavens have been rent with the coming of Christ. And on the day of 

the baptism of Christ we continue to contemplate the heavens opened. 

The manifestation of the Son of God on earth marks the beginning of the great time of 

mercy. With the birth of Jesus the heavens open! God gives us in Christ the guarantee 
of an indestructible love. From the moment of the Word becoming flesh it becomes 

possible to see the open heavens. It was possible for the shepherds of Bethlehem, for 
the Magi from the East, for the Baptist, for Jesus's apostles, and for Saint Stephen, 

the first martyr, who exclaimed: "Behold, I see the heavens opened!" (Acts 7:56). 
And it is possible for each one of us, if we allow ourselves to be suffused with God's 

love, which is given to us by means of the Holy Spirit. This is the great time of mercy! 

Jesus sent to share our condition: 
When Jesus received the baptism of repentance from John the Baptist, demonstrating 

solidarity with the repentant people he without sin and with no need for conversion—
God the Father made his voice heard from heaven: "This is my beloved Son, with 

whom I am well pleased" (Matt 3:17). Jesus receives approval from the heavenly 
Father, who sent him precisely that he might share our condition, our poverty. Sharing 

is the true way to love. Jesus does not dissociate himself from us; he considers us 
brothers and sisters and he shares with us. And so he makes us sons and daughters, 

together with him, of God the Father. This is the revelation and source of true love. 

Does it not seem to you that in our own time extra fraternal sharing and love is 

needed? Does it not seem to you that we all need extra charity? Not the sort that is 
content with extemporaneous help which does not involve or risk anything, but the 

charity that shares, that takes on the hardship and suffering of a brother or sister. What 

flavor life acquires when we allow ourselves to be inundated by God's love! 

Francis closes his reflections with these words: 

The place where we are meeting commemorates Jesus's baptism. Coming here to the 
Jordan to be baptized by John, Jesus showed his humility and his participation in our 

human condition. He stooped down to us and by his love he restored our dignity and 
brought us salvation. Jesus's humility, the fact that he bends down to wounded 

humanity in order to heal us, to heal all our wounds— never fails to move us! On our 
part, we are profoundly affected by the tragedies and suffering of our times, particularly 

those caused by ongoing conflicts in the Middle East. 

Source: The Gospel of Matthew. A Spiritual and Pastoral Reading, Pope Francis, Orbis 

Books, NY, 2020 

Submitted by The Very Rev. Frederick A. Shade 
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